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This invention relates to double roll sleeves, and

more particularly to a method of making a double
roll sleeve which enables the use of a three layer
design while providing additional manufacturing

benefits. In printing presses, for example, a
continuous web of paper is fed from a supply roll

to an inking station where a print pattern or
design is placed on the paper. The paper is then
fed to a transfer roll or transfer cylinder which

transfers the design or pattern from the inking roll
or inking cylinders to the web. The web is then fed

over an impression roll or impression cylinders
which force the design or pattern onto the paper
and onto the web. The paper is then fed to the
back to an impression roller or back cylinder

which presses the back of the web against the
impression roll to complete the printing process.
An example of a known double roll type of sleeve
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configuration is shown in FIG. 1. The double roll
sleeve 1 has two side portions 2 and 3 which are
combined together with an end portion 4 which

connects the two side portions at their ends. The
two side portions 2 and 3 are dimensioned to slide
over a double roll cylinder 5 which forms part of

the printing press. A back portion 6 is also coupled
to the end portion 4 and forms an interior of the
double roll sleeve 1. The double roll sleeve 1 is
further fabricated as a unitary structure from a

suitable metal material, such as steel, by a
conventional means such as extrusion. The side

portions 2 and 3 are constructed in a conventional
manner of a metal material, such as steel, while

the end portion 4 is fabricated of a suitable
elastomeric material, such as a nitrile rubber or a

silicone rubber, which elastomeric material
extends over and grips the side portions 2 and 3.
The back portion 6 is fabricated of a suitable rigid

material, such as rigid polyvinylchloride, which
also fills the interior area 7 between the side

portions 2 and 3 and extends over the end portion
4. The use of a double roll sleeve for printing

presses has resulted in several manufacturing
problems. The relatively high cost of fabricating

double roll sleeves, particularly because of
e79caf774b
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